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Creation of vinyl masters and tips around the production of vinyl  

Playing time  

The following maximum playing times are recommended for the different record formats and 
applications:  

30 cm/12" : Up to 14 minutes at 45 rpm and up to 24 minutes at 33 rpm, for DJ applications up to 9 
minutes at 45 rpm and up to 15 minutes at 33 rpm.  
25 cm/10" :  Up to 8 minutes at 45 rpm and up to 14 minutes at 33 rpm, for DJ applications up to 6 
minutes at 45 rpm and up to 9 minutes at 33 rpm.  
17 cm/7" : Up to 41⁄2 minutes at 45 rpm and up to 6 minutes at 33 rpm.  

These figures are general guidelines. Longer playing times require a reduction of the dubbing level 
and possibly adjustment of the sound material. Depending on the type of sound material to be 
transferred, format/speed combinations may be more useful.  

 

Master CD / Copying / Laquer Cutting  

Deliver the master as wav file. Up to 24bit 96kHz. For the A-side a wav, for the B-side a wav. Integrate 
breaks into the wav. Please request PDF "Vinyl test order", fill it out and return it with the master.  

Your audio material should be mastered for vinyl. It should be noted that audio material that has been 
optimized for a CD is not necessarily suitable for vinyl. For example, a file optimized for CD can look 
like this, see master track on the right of the illustration below:  

 

The differences can be clearly seen in the illustration above, on the left a "normal" vinyl master where 
you can cut dynamically, on the right an inflated master (for CD/MP3) – no fine grooves can be cut.  
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The less dynamic and more runtime, the quieter you have to master. The music has a constant energy 
(right), which takes up space on the laquer cut, coupled with long playing time it is possible that the 
stylus will skip during playing or that the music is distorted - so the volume must be lowered, otherwise 
the laquer cut is not possible.  

 

More tips  

- On the outside the record sounds better than on the inside, please put the most demanding 
songs at the front  

- Please mix OH and HH preferably quiet rather than too loud! Also avoid hissing sounds or S-
sounds in the vocals (DeEsser)  

- Do not use psycho acoustic processors, they have a lot of influence and my turn the phases 
- No phase rotations up to 300 Hz, i.e. bass, kick or bass synths please always place in the 

middle. 
- No bass below 30Hz.  
- Monocompatibel  
- Do not limit until the sound is “dead”  
- Distortions and peaks. Especially digital distortions (clipping) should not be used. These may 

become disproportionally loud and disturbing. Rule of thumb: As soon as the “over” led is on – 
down with the level or limiter 

- Low & Hi-Cut filter limited to the effectively audible or playable range with average Hi-Fi 
equipment. If not, the needle has to work for nothing! The "louder" the content is cut, the less 
playing time is available. A high proportion of bass also has a disadvantageous effect, as it 
requires greater deflections. In order to achieve the highest possible sound quality, avoid 
cutting too far inwards. 

 

Vinyl versions (weight):  

The standard weight for 12" productions is 135-140g. The Heavy Vinyl version with 180g is also 
available for an extra charge. According to the vinyl Community, the 180g version gives the recordings 
an improved acoustic property and is therefore the right choice for the highest quality requirements. 
Coloured vinyl is available from 300 pcs - ask for our PDF "Vinyl Standard Colors" or let us advise 
you.  

 

Cover and sleeve versions / additional finishes:  

Usually a printed cover with 3mm back is used, with an inner sleeve to protect the record. Flip covers 
are called "gatefolds", all variants are available with additional matt lacquer, reversible cardboard and 
other finishes. As a standard, the record is in a white paper inner sleeve with double hole, but there 
are also black and / or polylined versions as well as printed variants.  

 

Download-Codes:  

Often, in addition to the vinyl version, a download code is included so that the audio tracks can also be 
obtained digitally. Please note our current offers. We will be happy to advise you at any time.  

 
 


